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H i Sta ntec Team

I sent you all a link to onedrive where you can download the existing CRRP-HRA and 2040 CRRP-HRA The email shows

up not from me but from sharepoint or something like that Please let me know if all three of you didn't get it if at

least one of you received it and were able to download it then you should be fine

Also as we discussed I am providing the following

1 CRRP-HRA technical support documentation

2 Air Pollutant Exposure Zone map memorandum

To summarize our call

1 Stantec will provide a scope of workmodeling methodology document following a similar format as in the

appendix for the 1500 Mission Street Air Quality Technical Report

2 Lana will provide EP's standard construction equipment information request sheet You may choose to have the

sponsor fill this form out or if you have a preferred format please feel free to request the sponsor use that

format Some consultants have an excel format that can be uploaded into CalEEMod

3 Lana will provide a first pass at some cumulative projects and Stantec will review and update that list of

projects

4 EP will provide Stantec with health risk assessments for any cumulative projects that we have on file based on

the final cumulative projects list

5 In terms of work flow Stantec can begin drafting the methodology document and collecting data necessary for

the analysis from the project sponsor team Once EP approves the methodology Stantec can begin modeling

However EP will let Stantec know when the traffic data is sufficiently stable to use in the air quality and noise

analyses Stantec can go ahead and model the project's construction and operational impacts once all available

information is known Stantec will then meet with EP to discuss preliminary model results and discuss and

refinements to the analysis At this meeting EP Stantec and Project Sponsor will decide what controlled

scenarios to run likely 2
6 EP will be updating the existing CRRP HRA database which should be available January next year The project

impacts will then be added to that database EP will need to discuss with Stantec whether any cumulative

projects should be added to the 2040 Cumualtive database

Please let me know if I am missing anything from the above

Thanks

Jessica Range
Principal Planner Environmental Planning
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